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Abstract 
 
The Wyoming Geographic Information Science Center (WyGISC) at the University of Wyoming 
is working with the Real Estate Operations Office (REO) on campus to automate the 
management of real estate transactions and provide for the maintenance and tracking of land 
records via ArcSDE and ArcServer technologies. This project involved the development of a 
versioned Enterprise GeoDatabase including database design as well as the automation of current 
property holdings data such as land acquisitions, disposals, leases and easements. The source 
data were provided in many formats, both paper and digital and with varying degrees of 
accuracy.  Current work is being directed toward the creation of both restricted and open access 
ArcServer applications to allow campus administration and the larger campus community the 
ability to use these data. Long term goals for the project include implementing a Campus-wide 
GIS.  
 
Introduction 
 
Real Estate Operations at the University of Wyoming is charged with the management of real 
property acquisitions, 
entered into an agreement with REO to spatially enable current property holdings and provide for 
the maintenance and tracking of land records and related data. The goal of this GIS is to facilitate 
the management of UW real estate data and help in communicating UW real estate issues.  
 
To accomplish this goal a geodatabase was created and populated for property acquisitions, 
disposals, leases and encumbrances (e.g. easements). Related tables were developed to store data 
used by REO including deed information, property agreements, lease information and links to 
property related photos. The data were then migrated into the ArcSDE (Spatial Data Engine) to 
facilitate access to these data for REO employees as well as for use in web based applications. 
Migration to ArcSDE aided in sharing these data with other groups in the campus community. 
 
Once the ArcSDE Enterprise Geodatabase (GDB) , additional 
data from Physical Plant, Facilities Planning and Risk Management were added. Access to these 
data is currently provided via applications that leverage ArcSDE technology. These applications 
include both ArcIMS and ArcServer applications.  
 
This project is divided into two phases. Phase I involved the implementation of the GIS in REO, 
data population, migration of the data to ArcSDE and creation of ArcServer and ArcMap 
applications to facilitate use of the data by REO and provide data access to others on campus. 
The second phase, Phase II, establishes the versioned Enterprise GDB and includes migrating 
and developing data from other campus departments including Physical Plant, Risk Management 
and Facilities Planning, and the creation of ArcServer and ArcIMS applications for viewing and 
editing of these data.  
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Preliminary Needs Assessment 

 
To establish the initial direction of this project as well as to outline subsequent implementation 
goals, a preliminary needs assessment was conducted. As with many GIS projects the needs 
assessment was a collaborative effort. The assessment involved several groups on campus that 
had expressed interest in using GIS technology within their work flow. Initial conversations 
involved: Real Estate Operations, Physical Plant and Facilities Planning. A summary of common 
needs of all groups was created. In addition, reports identifying individual needs for each group 
were developed. Results of the needs assessment indicated that the GIS implementation should 
begin with Real Estate Operations and their cadastral data. This would provide a 
baselayer/foundation on which to build subsequent layers. In addition, implementation of a UW 
Lands Geodatabase would provide a proof of concept for an eventual Enterprise GIS on campus.  

 
Phase I: Establishing GIS Technology within Real Estate Operation  
 
Geodatabase Design 
 
For this project database design was an iterative process. The design continued to evolve as more 
efficient ways of working with the data became apparent and additional data needs were revealed 
by team members and application users. Research on existing data models for land records was 
conducted and where applicable incorporated into the design. The design was created to leverage 
the full functionality of the Enterprise Geodatabase. A feature dataset, UW_Rights_Interests, was 
created to encompass all the data for UW owned property (Figure 1). This feature dataset 
includes: UW_Land Acquisitions, UW_Land Disposal  sales, UW_Current_Holdings 
(Acquisitions minus Disposals), UW_Encumbrances, UW_Improvements, and 
UW_Land_Leases. Data where rights and interests are used by UW but not owned by UW are 
placed in the following feature classes: Leases_to_UW, Easements_to_UW, 
Leased_Improvements_to_UW, and Land_Leases_to_UW. Other related tables include: 
Deed_Reference, Lease_Reference, Agreements, and Appraisals. 
 
Data was initially created in a personal geodatabase. To facilitate sharing with REO and others 
on campus via web based applications as well as to initiate a Campus Versioned Enterprise GDB 
the data were migrated to ArcSDE. ArcSDE plays an integral role in multi-use GIS. Data in 
ArcSDE can be accessed and edited by multiple users in multiple departments on campus 
simultaneously. ArcSDE allows you to store and work directly with and manage spatial data in 
your relational database management system (RDBMS).  
 
To allow for multiple editors the GDB was registered as versioned with all permissioned editors 
working on the default version. Keeping track of the database design was facilitated through the 
use of the Geodatabase Diagrammer extension which exports your GDB schema into a Visio file 
which can then be edited as needed for management purposes (Figure 2).   
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Figure 1. Real Estate Operations feature classes in ArcCatalog. 
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Figure 2. Geodatabase Diagrammer extension output for Real Estate Operations GDB. 
 
 

Geodatabase 
 
To establishing a GIS within REO a pilot study was conducted for East Campus. This allowed 
for the development of process steps and methods for quality assurance/quality control as well as 
aided in refining database design.   
 
It was determined that initial data layers would include land acquisition, land disposal, 
encumbrances (e.g. easements) and leases. Related tabular data with reference information for 
deeds, leases, agreements, appraisals, contact information and supplemental data was developed. 
Associated documents included the recorded deeds, leases, agreements and easements as well as 
property site photos.  
 
Data creation methods consisted of a combination of COGO, digitizing, scanning and importing 
of existing CAD data. In addition, some data were available from the City of Laramie however, 
the bulk of their data did not include information about campus properties. To create the land 
acquisitions layer, the parcel boundaries were automated using COGO. In some cases CAD data 
existed for the boundary, but the layers were not in geographic space. Methods were developed 
to migrate the data from CAD to GIS. Since this work was completed well before the ArcGIS 9.2 
release, which has streamlined the automation of CAD data, registration of CAD data was done 
manually. It should be noted that the university is in the process of creating a survey control 
network with monumented benchmarks. This will help with increasing accuracy of both GIS and 
CAD data layers moving forward.   
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To ensure that the same process steps would be followed throughout the project by all team 
members, documents were created outlining standard operating procedures as well as procedures 
for QA/QC. Accuracy standards were also created. In addition, standards were developed for 
automating CAD d
of CAD data on campus. In cooperation with Facilities Planning, standards were developed that 
facilitate the migration of future CAD data into GIS. This document used an ESRI technical 
paper (ESRI, 2003) as a basis for proper procedures. In addition, standards used by other 
universities were reviewed including University of Alaska Fairbanks and Harvard University. 
 
Web Based Application Development for Phase I 
 
Once data population within ArcSDE began, applications were created to provide -to-
methods of viewing and querying the complex database. During Phase I the first web based 
application was developed by WyGISC to provide access to ArcSDE data. This application was 
created using ESRI ArcServer and was developed to enable REO employees and campus 
administrators the ability to view and query acquisitions, disposals, and current holdings as well 
as view related deed data (Figures 3 and 4). This viewer has a simple click and zoom interface to 
view current UW property holdings. The query can be done spatially or using a list of property 
names. No GIS experience is necessary to work with this applications interface. This application 
is provided via a secure password protected internet connection. 
 

 
Figure 3. ArcServer application provides access to Real Estate Operations land data. 
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Figure 4. Example of a deed accessed via the Real Estate Operations application. 
 
Future application development for REO will include an ArcServer application that allows for 
querying leases and easements. This application will also include a lease expiration e-mail 
notification and a zoom tool using Wyoming State Plane coordinates.  
 
Phase II: Campus Versioned Enterprise GIS  
 
Work on the second phase of the project is underway with efforts focusing toward the creation of 
a Campus Enterprise GIS. The goal of this part of the project includes increasing collaborative 
work with departments on campus. This collaboration involves integrating other data into the 
UW Enterprise GIS and providing data access to groups on campus via customized web based 
applications. Current groups we are working with toward this goal include Physical Plant, 
Facilities Planning and Risk Management. The majority of Phy
data were migrated to ArcSDE. Work with Facilities Planning has focused on updating and 
populating the UW_Improvements layers. Building on these datasets, integration of Risk 

insurance records has begun. Other data population is being carried out to 
spatially enable Physical Plant s maintenance records to aid in tracking maintenance 
responsibilities. In addition, the Facilities Engineering Department at Physical Plant is 
automating their utilities data.  
 
UW Campus Geospatial Data Management 
 
For data creation, editing and management of the Campus-wide geospatial database, WyGISC is 
using ORACLE RDBMS technology with ArcSDE.  This provides WyGISC with the ability to 
easily manage a centralized data repository while allowing all partners throughout campus 
viewing or editing privileges from their own work environment.  UW clients to this database 
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range from advanced users directly accessing and editing these data through ArcMap to newer 
users who are simply accessing the viewing and querying capabilities via simple web browser 
applications.  The advantage found by WyGISC in using an Enterprise Geodatabase is the ability 
of all users to be working on the most current version of these data regardless of the application 
being used.  Additionally, the ability to QA/QC editing work being done by multiple departments 
and locations across campus provides substantial efficiencies in data development. 
 
Each department across campus which WyGISC is working with plays an integral part in 
developing the Campus Enterprise GDB.  It will  their data within 
the geodatabase without placing additional duties or responsibilities on these partners. This will 
require database management skills and specific application development techniques tailored to 
these partners (Jayavarapu, 2007). 
 
Working with Risk Management 
 
Risk Management is charged with maintaining and managing insurance records related to 
physical property. To aid Risk Management in their duties their records are being spatially 
enabled and added into the Campus Enterprise GIS. This includes determining the latitude and 
longitude of the buildings that contain university property. The most important data being 
created in collaboration with Risk Management is the Location Code. This code will have cross 
departmental relevance on campus and will be an integral part of the Campus Enterprise GIS. 
This is a common code with a unique value that allows for integration of current GDB 
information with software used by the Department of Accounting, Physical Plant and others. 
This code has been added to the UW_Improvements layer to facilitate data integration. An 
ArcServer application will be developed to allow for Risk Management to update tabular records 
as necessary.  
 
Facilities Engineering Campus Utility Mapping 

 
The Facilities Engineering Department at Physical Plant is automating their utilities data. To 
accomplish this they are building upon the 2004 survey for campus 13.2 KV primary/secondary 
electrical lines provided by Electrical Systems Consultants and Kucera International. Irrigation 
lines have been completed and they are currently working on domestic water lines. Other tasks 
will include updating the primary and secondary electrical lines as well as automating irrigation, 
chilled water, storm sewer, sanitary sewer, natural gas, and steam lines.  Line work for the 
drawings is currently being done in Autodesk AutoCAD. However, this work is being guided by 
the standards developed in Phase I to facilitate GIS integration. ArcGIS 9.2 has made the 
migration steps more streamlined. There is a new extension, ArcGIS for AutoCAD that can be 
used to bring data into AutoCAD using ArcServer technology. WyGISC is currently looking into 
using this technology as well as others like ArcFM as a way to further integrate Facilities 
Engineering with GIS. 
 
Physical Plant Maintenance Application 
 
A new application is currently being created that will be used to help Physical Plant track the 
maintenance of university facilities. Physical Plant needs to determine what department or entity 
is responsible for a particular building or UW_Improvements feature. To accomplish this we will 
tie their data to the UW_Improvements layer using the Location_code. To facilitate Physical 
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 ArcServer application will be created. The 
interface will allow editing of specific information about maintenance responsibility without 
having to know GIS. 
 
Web Based Applications for Phase II 
 
Application work is being directed toward the creation of both restricted and open access 
ArcServer and ArcIMS applications to allow campus administration and the larger campus 
community the ability to use these data. To date, WyGISC has developed several Web base 
applications. The first application in Phase II was created using ArcIMS and helps faculty, 
students and guest in locating campus buildings and parking. The second application, 
Construction Viewer, uses ArcIMS technology and was developed for UW trustees to see 
proposed and ongoing construction projects. The third application, Electrical Conductor Viewer, 
was developed to view and query Physical Plant s electrical data. This viewer was made 
available via an ArcServer interface. 
 
Parking and Building Viewer 
 
This open access ArcIMS application available via the Web allows the university community as 
well as visitors the ability to zoom to buildings to find their location on campus (Figure 5). In 
addition, you can look at current parking designations surrounding campus.  
 

 
Figure 5. ArcIMS Parking and Building Viewer for UW Campus.  
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Construction Viewer 
 
The construction viewer was developed to allow university administrators and trustees the ability 
to view the layout of proposed buildings and utility locations (Figure 6). In addition, the 
UW_Aquisitions layer can be queried. Other functionality includes the ability to view photos of 
the property (Figure 7) and other associated data such as CAD drawings, and easements (Figure 
8). This viewer uses ArcIMS technology. 
 

Figure 6. Construction Viewer Application using ArcIMS. 
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Figure 7. Photos viewed via Construction Viewer Application.  
 

 
Figure 8. Utilities diagram viewed via Construction Viewer Application.  
 
Physical Plant Electrical Conductor Data Viewer 
 
This application was developed using ArcSever technology and allows the user to view electrical 
data for campus (Figure 9). The location of electrical conductor data can be queried and 
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displayed. The data provided includes detailed electrical equipment information such as the 
voltage of primary conductors (Figure 10). In addition, photos accompanying a specific feature 
can be viewed (Figure 11). These data, primary/secondary electrical lines, along with other 
campus electrical features were developed by Electrical Systems Consultants and Kucera 
International. Due to the sensitivity of this data, this application has restricted access.  
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Figure 10. Electrical Conductor Viewer allows you to see images of the equipment.  
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Figure 11. Electrical Conductor Viewer allows you to view detailed information about 
equipment such as voltage.  
 
Future  
 
Moving the Campus Enterprise GIS Forward  
 
The goal of the Campus Enterprise GIS is to provide information about the physical resources 
associated with UW. For a full Campus Enterprise GIS to be realized we will need to integrate 
additional data from current team members with respect to campus infrastructure data (e.g. 
Facilities Planning, Physical Plant, Facilities Engineering and Risk Management). We will also 
need to work with other support groups on campus (e.g. Classroom Scheduling, Transportation 
and Parking Services). Other groups on campus that might be able to leverage the Enterprise GIS 
to increase efficiency will need to be identified. These departments might include Campus 
Police/Public Safety, Emergency Preparedness, Information Technology/ Network Services, 
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Grounds Management, Office of Institutional Analysis, Environmental Health and Safety, UW 
Foundation, and Institutional Advancement.  
 
Background research into the use of GIS for administration on other campuses was carried out to 
help identify examples of both single department as well as Enterprise GIS deployments. There a 
variety of examples of university and college campuses utilizing GIS within their administrative 
departments while at the same time providing students learning opportunities in the academic 
setting. Many universities use GIS to aid in facilities planning and management. Examples 
include UNC Chapel Hill, Michigan State University, UC Davis and the University of Arizona. 
GIS is used at the University of Oregon for building and ground maintenance. Space planning 
and management functions are carried out using GIS at the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
The Ohio State University is integrating infrastructure master plans through GIS. As the 
Campus-wide enterprise GIS moves forward, additional and more detailed research would be 
conducted.  
 
Technology Advancements  
 
New features are added to ArcGIS with each release. Future work for this project will leverage 
some of these new developments in ArcGIS. To facilitate maintenance of historical parcel data, 
GDB Archiving will be employed. This will allow for reviewing university ownership on a 
particular date and for looking at how university lands have evolved over time. The new Parcel 
Fabric might also be useful in helping to increase the accuracy of the acquisition and disposal 
layers as more surveys grade data becomes available.  
 
Additional Planning 
 
Working within the purview of the university environment sometimes requires a proof of 
concept before significant funds can be directed toward a project. For this project Phase I was the 
proof of concept. This phase proved that the groups involved were able to implement a GIS 
within a single department and collaborate to accomplish a goal. Moving this project forward 
involves many stages such as those outlined in Thinking about GIS: Geographic Information 
System Planning for Managers (Tomlinson, 2003). These steps, in abbreviated form, would 
include: (1) defining the strategic purpose - what information products are needed by the 
University of Wyoming; (2) plan for planning; (3) conducting a campus technology seminar to 
show what we have done to date and how others might benefit; (4) describing the information 
products needed within each department; (5) defining the system scope within the various 
departments; (6) creating a campus wide data design which builds on the current design; (7) 
choosing appropriate data models that draw on existing models where possible; (8) determining 
additional system requirements beyond those currently deployed; (9) looking at and considering 
benefit-cost analysis for implementation, migration strategy, and risks associated with the  
implementation strategy; and (10) making an implementation plan (Tomlinson, 2003).  
 
Conclusions 
 
Phase I of this project is nearing completion. However, maintenance of the data will need to be 
addressed.  Phase I has provided a single department, REO, with a GIS that they can use to help 

 and has provided a proof of concept to allow this project to 
move forward to Phase II. As we move through Phase II and into the future, others on campus 
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will be able to streamline their workflow through the use of customized Internet ArcServer 
applications.  The 

t of collaboration and planning 
between and among university departments. More importantly however, will be obtaining 
support from the campus administration to move forward with the project.  
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